An artist all her life, Anne Nye found her calling a decade ago with vibrant fused glass creations. The process begins when she layers individually handcut glass chips over a glass base to form brilliant pieces with a focus on nature. Some will become wall art, some will be positioned in a stand to light up a room or end table, and others will perform functional duties as plates and serving bowls.

When all the glass pieces are carefully in place, layered one over one another to perfectly blend colors into a dimensional painting, it is placed in a kiln. The oven process takes time and reaches 1400 degrees before the long slow cooling begins. When complete, the sharp edges of the glass chips become softly rounded, the colors and layers fuse together to form depth, texture, detail and personality.

PURE, KILN-FIRED GLASS, SCULPTURALLY LAYERED FOR TEXTURE AND VIBRANT COLOR UNMATCHED IN THE MARKET.
Petals...
Red, Orange, and Yellow

A. 92031 - Platter, Heart Shaped, 15½"
B. 92032 - Bowl, Round, 14½"
C. 92033 - Dish, Heart Shaped, 8½"
D. 92071 - Plate, Round, 8", orange flower
E. 92034 - Plate, Round, 8", yellow flower
Petals...
Red, Pink, and Blue

F. 92028 - Dish, Heart Shaped, 8½"
G. 92026 - Platter, Heart Shaped, 15½"
H. 92027 - Bowl, Round, 14½"
I. 92029 - Plate, Round, 8", blue flower
J. 92030 - Plate, Round, 8", pink flower

Flowers at Play
K. 92025 - Plate, Octagonal, 10"
L. 92024 - Platter, Octagonal, 13"
**Sunny Wishes**

A. **92060** - Plaque w/Stand, 8”
   “Hope comes with the morning”

B. **92062** - Plaque w/Stand, 8”
   “There is Joy in the journey”

C. **92088** - Suncatcher, 7”, Iris

D. **92067** - Suncatcher, 7”, Wild Rose

E. **92066** - Suncatcher, 7”, Sunflower

F. **92065** - Suncatcher, Bird, 5”, Blue

G. **92064** - Suncatcher, Bird, 5”, Red

H. **92063** - Suncatcher, 6”
   “There is Joy in the journey”

I. **92061** - Suncatcher, 6”
   “Hope comes with the morning”
ARTISTIC HANDCRAFTED GIFTS FROM AROUND THE WORLD

A. 92055 - Platter, Rectangular
   16" x 10", Fish
B. 92054 - Plate, Round, 8"
   Starfish
C. 92052 - Platter, Round
   13½", Starfish

D. 92057
   Suncatcher, 5¼"
   Yellow w/Blue Fins
E. 92056
   Suncatcher, 5¼"
   Blue w/Green Fins
F. 92058
   Suncatcher, 5¼"
   Blue w/Yellow Fins

Beach
Each high relief fused glass work of art has small pieces of glass chips and strips layered over each other to achieve texture and dimension! Red glass is particularly difficult to achieve and is a more expensive process.
**Holiday**

- **A. 92041** - Plate, Square, 8", Ornaments "Jingle, Jingle, Jingle"
- **B. 92050** - Ornament, 3½", Green w/Stripes
  - **C. 92049** - Ornament, 3½" Red w/Dots
  - **D. 92051** - Ornament, 3½" Red w/Stripes
- **E. 92044** - Plate, Square, 8", Snowman
- **F. 92040** - Platter, Square, 12"
  - Ornaments, "Jingle, Jingle, Jingle"
- **G. 92045** - Plate, Square, 8", Angel "Give the gift, live the gift"
- **H. 92048** - Angel, Suncatcher, 6", Blue
- **I. 92047** - Angel, Suncatcher, 6", Red
- **J. 92072** - Angel, Suncatcher, 6", Green
A. 92046 - Platter, Round, 13”
   Santa, “Sweet!”

B. 92035 - Plate, Round, 8”
   Red Flower

C. 92043 - Plate, Round, 9½”
   Trees, “Savor the Season”

D. 92042 - Platter, Rectangular
   19” x 6”, Trees